In previous papers we have presented a unified Type 2 theory of computability and continuity and a theory of representations. In this paper the concepts developed so far are used for the foundation of a new kind of constructive analysis. Different standard representations of the real numbers are compared. It turns out that the crucial differences are of topological nature and that most of the representations (e.g., the decimal representation) are not reasonable for topological reasons. In the second part some effective representations of the open subsets of the real numbers are introduced and compared.
Introduction
In the past repeatedly different representations of the set R of real numbers have been investigated w.r.t, their utility for recursive analysis. We only mention a few authors here: Turing [13] , Specker [12] , Grzegorczy [3] , Hauck [4] , Ko [6] ; a very good survey is given by Deil [2] . As typical examples we shall consider the (unrestricted) Cauchy Representations, the normed Cauchy representations, the decimal representations, the representations by enumeration of cuts and the representations by characteristic functions of cuts. The previous authors have compared these representations (mainly) w.r.t, computability aspects. We shall show here that the essential differences between the representations are already topological ones and do not depend on Church's thesis or some model of computation. In Section 3 we shall investigate some natural representations of the open subsets of the real numbers. This paper is based on two previous papers (Weihrauch [14] , Kreitz and Weihrauch [8] ).
Representations of the real numbers
By R we denote the set of real numbers. The standard topology rR on R can be defined by the basis {(x;y)~_R Ix, y eR, x<y} of open intervals on R. The space (R, rR) is a seperable T0-space. From Kreitz and Weihrauch [8] we know that there is an admissible representation 6 of •. Especially, rR is the final topology ~ of 6. For obtaining a reasonable theory of computability and computational complexity, we shall define an admissible standard representation p of the real numbers R. Obviously QD is dense irIR and I is a numbering of a base of the open subsets o R (w.r.t. rR). The numberings VD and I are 'c-effective' insofar as all the basi~ functions are computable and all the basic predicates are decidable w.r.t, vD ant L In a previous paper [8] we already have shown how an admissible repre sentation of a complete metric space can be defined using Cauchy sequences o normed convergence. Because if its importance we repeat the construction fo our special case here. We shall call p the standard representation of R.
Definition. For n ~ NI let
The elements of dom(p) can be considered as names for normed Caud sequences. In the following Fig. 1 every descending path corresponds to p e dora(p) and vice versa.
We can see immediately that for any x e R the paths converging to x form finitely branched graph (tree). This property is expressed in (4) of the followil theorem which summarizes some important properties of p.
Theorem. (1) p --c t51,
Proof. By [8, Definition 21], (2) follows from (1). We have to prove p ~<c 61 aJ t51~cp. There is some computable F: F--> ~: such that for all p e dom(p):
Conversely it is easy to define a computable A: F--> F (via an oracle Turing machine) such that for any p e dom(~) the following holds:
A(p)dom(p) and for all n there is some j e ~j, with
hence pA(p) = 6z(P)-Therefore we have proved p =c 6~. By Definition 2.2, We characterize the final topologies of p< and p> and show that they are admissible. The following theorem describes the reducibility relation between the three representations p, p<, and p<. Proof. Let the representation 6 : 0:~ R be defined by
Then 6 • Inf¢(p<, p>) (see [8, Theorem 8] ). One can easily define computable operators ~ and F with
This implies p=¢6 and p •Inf¢(p<, p>). Properties (2) and (3) This property corresponds to the theorem from recursion theory that a function N ~ N is computable iff its graph is r.e. For the representations p, p<, and p> we obtain the following fundamental characterizations of p, p<, and p> by 'finite accessibility' properties.
Lemma. (1) p< is the greatest (up to t-(c-) equivalence) representation 6 of R such that M<
(2) The corresponding statement for p>. (1) The final topology Zc of 6c is trivial, i.e., 1:c = {fl, R }.
(2) 6C:#tp<, 6c@tP>, 6c~tP.
Let v e A be arbitrary, let y ~ R be arbitrary. Then there is some p e [w] N dom(6c) with 6c(P) = Y, hence y ~ X. Since y was arbitrarily chosen we obtain X = R, therefore 1: c = {0, R }.
(
2) This follows from 3< ~ Zc etc. []
The representation 6c has the property that no information is f.a. from a name p of 6c(p). Any initial segment of a Cauchy sequence gives no information about its limit. Because of Theorem 23 in [8] we understand continuity w.r.t, p, p< and p> very well. Since 6c is not admissible the theorem cannot be applied to 6c. It is not difficult to show that any continuous function (w.r.t. p) is (6c, dic)-continuous. We do not know whether the converse is true.
The most commonly used representations are the r-adic r ~> 2 representations (e.g. r = 2, 8, or 10). The finite r-adic fractions are dense inR, therefore they are used as approximate values for real numbers (example: QD for r = 2). The finite r-adic fractions, however, are not appropriate for representing the real numbers.
As an example we shall study the case r = 10, the general case is treated similarly. 
Then the following properties hold.
(1) The final topology of 6DEZ/S ~R- Therefore F is not continuous. This proves (2) . Suppose 6DEZ is admissible. By
(1) this implies 6DEZ--=tP-Since f:x-->3x is (p,p)-continuous, f is also (6DEZ, diDEZ)-continuous, a contradiction to (2). We know already 6DEZ <~c P-If P ~<t 6DEZ, then 6DEZ is admissible, a contradiction to (3) . [] Let 6r (r I> 2) be the r-adic representation. It is known (see, e.g., Deil [2] ) that tSr<~c dis iff r divides some power of s. Again the negative result has a purely topological reason. Although ZR is the final topology of 6DEZ, many functions important in analysis are not even continuous w.r.t. 6DEZ-Therefore, 6DEZ is not appropriate for analysis. The same statement holds for any r-adic representation.
Another representation of • is that by characteristic functions of dedekind cuts. This means that rL,, is strictly finer than "t'R; the sets {z Ix <z ~<y} with x, y • S, x <y, are not in ~R-The topology obviously depends on the set S. Therefore $1 = QD and $2 = Q yield incomparable left-cut representations. A representation which is so sensitive to unimportant changes cannot be natural. Notice that some 6 t-equivalent to p is obtained if in Definition 2 VD is substituted by some arbitrary numbering v of a dense (w.r.t. rR) subset of R.
Theorem. Let S ~_ R be a dense set (w.r.t. ZR). Let v be a total bijective numbering of S. The left-cut representation (w.r.t. v) of R is defined as follows:
Proof. Let r be the topology on R defined by the basis B. Since The representation 6Lv is admissible (whatever v is chosen). Right-cut representations 6R~ can be defined correspondingly. In a recent paper Skandalis [11] defines a bijective representation which is c-equivalent to some right-cut representation (w.r.t. some effective numbering v of a subset Q'__. Q which is dense in R). Since its final topology depends on ()' it is not very natural. Let 6cr be the continued fractions representation of R (Deil [2] ). Then 6CFe Inf¢(6L~, 6R~) where v is some standard numbering of the rational numbers (). Therefore, 6cv is admissible and its final topology has the basis {[a; b] l a, b e Q,a<~b}. We conclude this section with some remarks about computable real numbers. If 6:U:-~M is a representation, then v6 := 699 is the numbering of the 6-computable elements of M induced by 6. It can be shown that the representations p, 6DEZ, 6LC and 6RC (w.r.t. an effective numbering of Q) and of 6cF define the same kind of computable numbers, while the corresponding numberings are not equivalent (see e.g. Deil [2] ). For R the representations p, p<, and p> with the corresponding numberings are of interest. Since ~ is precomplete, no non-trivial property on R c is ~-decidable.
6L~(V(i)
;
Representations of the open subsets of II~
The set of all subsets of R has greater cardinality than U:, hence there is no representation of 2 r. Consider the theorem: "Every bounded subset A ~_ R has a least upper bound". Since also the set of bounded subsets of R is too large the theorem cannot be formulated constructively in our theory of representations. By to a topology, the final topology to, of to, on the set tr of open subsets of R is defined. We show that to is admissible (w.r.t. to,).
Theorem. Let ~ := {X • "rR ] Kj c_ X} where Kj = f'] {in In • Dj) (where Uj = tR if Kj = ~), let t be the topology on rr defined by the basis { Uj [j • N}.
Then (1) , (2) and (3) hold:
(1) (tR, r) is a separable To-space. Hence, to(p) = 6vA(p), i.e., to ~c 6u. This proves (2) and also (3) . [] The characterization of t~o is a special case of a result obtained by Hay and Miller [5] . The characteristic property of to (and of 6v) is that any true information ~ ~ to(p) is f.a. from p. The representation to corresponds to the definition of r.e. sets by ranges of total recursive functions. The r.e. sets can also be characterized as the domains of the partial recursive functions. A corresponding representation of tr is the representation top (cf. Definition 4(5) in [8] ):
top(p) := p(dom(xp)) for p e dom(top). (1), (2) and (3) hold: Correspondingly, to> is defined with p> and tot is defined with p instead of p<.
We show that to< is essentially equivalent to to and that to> essentially is equivalent to toe defined above. Finally, toc is the infimum of to< and to>. In Bishop's [1] constructive analysis a set A for which dA 'exists' is called 'located'. The representation toe in our theory corresponds to locatedness (of complements).
3.7. Theorem. Let r:= "lffR\(~ } . Then the following hold. 
Conclusion
In Section 2 we have compared several representations of the set of all real numbers. The representation p is (up to equivalence) the only one which is satisfactory for topological reasons. The representations p< and p> (by cut enumeration) are admissible but do not have the final topology rR, the decimal representation (more generally r-adic representation) has the final topology rR but is not admissible with the consequence that many elementary functions become noncontinuous. The unrestricted Cauchy representation has a bad final topology, {0, R}, and the cut representations 6Lv have final topologies which depend on the (arbitrary) choice of a set S which is dense in •. Therefore, there is sufficient evidence.that p is (up to equivalence) the only reasonable representation of R, and we can confirm Mostowski's [9] statement: "The other definitions represent merely a mathematical curiosity".
In Section 3 we haveinvestigated some representations of the open subsets of [15] . An interesting observation can be made: whenever something is impossible it is impossible for topological reasons (discontinuous), and if something is continuous, then it is even easily computable. We have not yet discovered a natural correspondence (Kreitz and Weihrauch [8] ) which is continuously effective but not computably effective w.r.t, the (computably effective) standard representations. (Of course artificial combinatorial counterexamples can be constructed.)
Many concepts which are introduced here for the real numbers can easily be generalized to other metric spaces (Pour-E1 and Richards [10] ) for which our approach yields the canonical effectivity theory. Even constructive measure theory can be developed within this framework. a metric on T is defined. Its completion is essentially B/N. An effective representation can be defined by the standard construction with normed Canchy sequences given in [8] .
An essential feature of the constructive analysis presented here is the flexibility in the choice of the representation. Given a representation 6:F--* M, by any p e dora(6) the element 6(p)~ M is uniquely determined, i.e., p contains the complete information for identifying 6(p) e M. The basic idea of constructivity however, is that parts of this information should already be obtained from initial segments of p (our 6c does not satisfy this requirement) and that 6(p) is completely determined by the informations given by the segments of p. This corresponds to continuity of 6. Representations of a set M may differ in the amount and type of information which is finitely accessible. If 6 ~<t 6', then the di-names contain at least as much finitely asccessible information as the 6'-names (examples: 6LvD ~<c tSr,EZ ~<c 6 ~<c 6< ~<~ 6C; 6CF ~< M).
Generally, the choice of the representation depends on the amount of finitely accessible information of the represented objects. Thus the assumptions of a theorem can often be expressed by an appropriate representation. Instructive examples will be given in a further paper where constructive compactness on R is studied in our framework.
Note added in proof
A good reference for the basic Type 2 theory of computability and continuity is Part 3 of [16] which meanwhile appeared.
